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Abstract—Inspired by the original RSS Standard, a new
content distribution protocol containing social graph and cryptographic authentication is proposed. An RSS3 file will contain
attributes of ownership, profile, links, and items, while contents
are stored somewhere with the choice of applications and users.
To suppress the possibility of centralized RSS3 file hosting,
peer-to-peer hosting is introduced based on IPFS. An open and
decentralized system changes how data ownership is structured,
significantly benefiting both users and developers. Users will have
complete control of their own data, while applications can equally
access public user-generated content to deliver a better overall
user experience. The new protocol will support prevalent social
and content networks while its modularity allows for powerful
middleware to be built upon, further empowering other types of
applications.

I. BACKGROUND
The original RSS was the first web syndication that saw
mass adoption. It was a perfect interpretation of the “spirit
of the Internet” in the Web 1.0 era. It was open, neutral,
and decentralized. However, with the rise of centralized social
media platforms, usage of RSS dropped dramatically during
the Web 2.0 era.
During the last two decades, control of content and links
are gradually realized by several centralized data superpowers,
who then abused their monopolistic positions to conduct evil
deeds:
•

•

•

•
•

They infringe our privacy — e.g., Facebook shared personal data of millions of users without any consent with
Cambridge Analytica for political advertising [3].
They misappropriate profits — e.g., Social media platforms have an advertising revenue of more than $41.5
billion USD in 2020 alone [4].
They aid and conduct censorship — e.g., Major Chinese
social media platforms ban keywords of major crypto
exchanges [6].
They abuse algorithms — e.g., Social media apps use
algorithms to deliberately create user addiction [2].
They discourage innovations — e.g., No developer can
create an app as competitive as a data monopoly’s [7].

Efforts to make the superpowers “not do evil” proved futile.
It appears that a “can’t do evil” system is required instead.
To facilitate the creation of a world where social and
content networks are free, equal, and thriving, a decentralized
ecosystem is needed. As part of the Web 3.0 movement, it
starts with three major principles:
•
•

Open-Source: all source code should be made available
for review to everyone
Democratic Governance: rules of the ecosystem should
be made under a democratic system

•

Distributed Control: the power of control should be
distributed, ideally, to every participant with respect to
their contribution

In order for the new decentralized ecosystem to achieve
sufficient scale to overthrow the existing centralized one, we
also need:
•
•
•

Inclusiveness: different types of existing and future possible applications should be supported
Neutrality: the underlying protocol should not be biased
toward particular applications
Incentive: users, content creators, and developers should
be given substantial incentive for switching

There were plenty of successful ideas related to public content distribution from previous peer-to-peer systems,
such as the broadcast & subscription features introduced by
BitMessage [8], or ZeroNet [1], focusing on sites distribution.
However, these systems, including the original RSS standard,
do not include provisions to allow for social interactions
between users. While some other social network systems such
as Peergos or Mastodon do support information publishing,
they either focus on private information distribution or possess
a tendency to generate supernodes due to a fediverse architecture.
Derived from the best of RSS, RSS3 is a protocol that allows
users to control their own data and developers to easily build
decentralized content and social networks.
II. T HE RSS3 S TANDARD
Everything starts with the RSS3 standard. Compared to
the original RSS standard, RSS3 is lighter, simpler, more
powerful, more efficient, and more extensible. Specifically,
RSS3 differs in the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

File format is changed from XML to JSON for simplicity
and efficiency
Cryptographic key pairs are used to verify and authenticate files, ensuring data integrity and ownership
Files are connected with links and backlinks
Content interactions are achieved with upstream and
contexts
Different forms of content are supported with different
mime type
items next and list next are used to support historical
content

An RSS3 file is designed to contain five basic types of
attributes:
•

Info Attributes: basic information about the file such as
id, version, date updated, and more

Fig. 1. Chain of Item Files

Ownership Attributes: variable(s) for verifying ownership
based on cryptography
• Profile Attributes: identity information such as avatar, display name, and interest. Private attributes are encrypted
• Link Attributes: relationships with other RSS3 files. Multiple types of relationships can be defined by different
applications for different usages
• Item Attributes: all the items published by the file owner.
Similar to the original RSS, only metadata and pointers
will be stored here
Unlike the original RSS where only the most recent items
are made available, an “item chain” is introduced to create
a linked list of item files, completely controlled by the file
owner.
Applications can add custom variables with users’ consent
for more sophisticated use cases. More details can be found
here at https://github.com/NaturalSelectionLabs/RSS3.
•

III. H OSTING
A. Overview
RSS3 hosting is a peer-to-peer system serving the RSS3
protocol. Generally speaking, there are three parties in this
system, node, user, and third-party applications. Typically,
user refers to the real humans behind the persona, who runs
node clients on multiple platforms, including servers, laptops,
mobile phones, or even embedded systems, which are all
connected peer-to-peer. The core hosting part emphasizes most
on giving users full control and access to their data and is
supposed to be a general-purpose shared distributed system.
Therefore, it is decoupled with the application layer, which
gives users the freedom to switch apps and gives developers
sufficient flexibility. Developers are free to build third-party
applications with friendly front-end UI on top of distributed
nodes, which can be mobile apps, desktop apps, browser
extensions, or anything else. Further discussion on middleware
and third-party applications can be found in Sec.V and Sec.VI.
Each hosting node contains three components as shown
in Fig.2: (1) content-addressed storage (IPFS), serving as
the global file storage system, (2) RSS3 pointers, pointed to
CIDs of RSS3 files or posts, and (3) communication module,
responsible for both syncing RSS3 pointers with other nodes
and dealing with end-user queries.

Fig. 2. Architecture Overview

B. Content Addressed Storage
It is theoretically possible to use a local file storage system
as the storage base, but in practice, it may hinder scalability.
Therefore, we propose a system where all nodes use content
addressed storage system, IPFS, which means all RSS3 files
are stored on IPFS. Each RSS3 file is supposed to be readable
and writable by any persona with specific limitations. Thus,
there should be no role-based access control for the storage
system, making IPFS an ideal option. Additionally, unlike
Arweave, IPFS does not require tokens for nodes to interact
with, making it more flexible and easier for end-users and
developers to get started.
C. RSS3 Pointers
Since we can only search on IPFS with CID, some indexing
tables are needed. By default, each node hosts a mapping from
the user address to the CID of the user’s RSS3 file. The tables
hosted by all nodes make up the globally distributed table.
Besides, there will be optional indexing tables for specific
purposes for different modules, which will be further discussed
in Sec.VI
In the future, nodes can be encouraged to index and store
indexed values.
D. Communication Module
On one hand, the queries from end-users or third-party
applications will be dealt with by the communication module.
Generally, there are two types of queries: post and subscribe.
Once a node queries to subscribe to an RSS3 file, the communication module will first look for the CID from the distributed
RSS3 file table, then query the entire RSS3 file from IPFS,
and finally return it back. Once the node queries to post a
message, after validation, it will update the distributed RSS3
file tables. Some advanced queries, including updating indexed
topic lists or subscribing to topics, share a similar workflow.

Read
Write
Storage
Censorship

Public
Private
Platform and its users
Platform designated users
Platform
Platform
Centralized server
Centralized server
Platform
Platform
TABLE I
DATA ACCESS U NDER A C ENTRALIZED S YSTEM

Read
Write
Storage
Censorship

Public
Private
All apps and users
Encryption designated users
User with private key
User with private key
Distributed network
Distributed network
None or case-by-case
None or case-by-case
TABLE II
DATA ACCESS W ITHIN THE RSS3 ECOSYSTEM

To maintain the distributed tables, there has to be communication between different nodes. Each update on the table
will be broadcast, and the node receiving the update will go
through validation for data integrity. If the update is newer than
the existing version, the node will update its local version to
reflect the update.
Physically, each node can be run on a remote server, a
personal computer, or even embedded systems. For public IPs,
communications are straightforward. For private IPs, we use
relays for NAT traversal. Specifically, for those supporting
IPv6, connections can be established on IPv6. Besides, to
maximize information flow, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections
will be supported as well.

with them to any new application they decide to use. Public
content are now accessible from any application, which allows
more users to access, resulting in a higher influence coverage.
Users will never be banned for groundless regulations any
more. Even if some application, in a very rare case, does ban
them locally, they can always take their data and switch to
a different application. Censorship is also greatly suppressed
with only some specific cases such as parental control. Users
will experience social medias and communication apps just
like the way they interact with dApps on Ethereum now. They
will only need a distributed identity manager for managing all
the personas, use the one for their own specific usage and then
sign with their own private keys.

E. Scalability

B. Changes for Developers

For a peer-to-peer system, scalability must be taken into
account. For the storage layer, scalability can be guaranteed
by IPFS. Since RSS3 files only contain the metadata, there will
be enough disk spaces for redundancy. Meanwhile, the IPFS
community is also working on better scalability [5]. Therefore,
storage layer scalability should not pose a challenge.
In terms of RSS3 pointers, since any CID is less than 64
bytes, and 20-bytes Ethereum compatible address is used as
user public addresses, one entry for RSS3 file table should be
less than 84 bytes. Assume we allocate 1 Gigabyte of space
for this table, we are able to hold 12 million entries in this
space. But we are expecting RSS3 hosting to have billions
of entries in the future, which might require terabytes or even
more space. One way to address that is to use a self-aggregated
method to make sub-peer groups, learning from BitMessage
[8].

Developers can now observe, research and utilize a huge
public dataset. In the Web 2.0 era, platforms strictly guard
their own dataset, making it impossible for external developers
to use, even though the data are public content created by
end-users. With RSS3, You can start an “Instagram” without
worrying about how to get the first one million pictures for
users to see: public UGCs are already there like transaction
history on the Ethereum network. As no one has any control
over user data other than the users themselves, a new app and
developer(s) behind it are no longer severely disadvantaged
compared to established applications. If an app can provide
a better user experience, it will be allowed to better serve
users than to fail due to data insufficiency. Applications that
used to compete with each other for one’s own data monopoly
will work together to build a richer dataset for the whole
ecosystem.

IV. OWNERSHIP

V. A PPLICATIONS

Data ownership is restructured with the introduction of
RSS3. Users generally have two types of data, those that
are open to the public and those that only certain users can
read. Under a centralized system, data access generally has a
structure shown in TABLE I:
RSS3 has a data ownership system that is completely
different. The usage of cryptographic authentication ensures
that only the users will be in control, while breaking the walls
among different applications, as shown in TABLE II.

The original RSS Standard was designed to be a web syndication with its focus only on content. With the introduction of
links among RSS3 files, networks can be formed. These links
further enable RSS3 to empower different types of content and
social networks, including but not limited to:

A. Changes for Users
For the first time, users are not forced to delegate their
storage and writing access to a centralized party, which often
results in data infringement, loss, or leakage. Also, users are
not bound by any specific applications or platforms because
their existing content and relationships can be easily carried

A. Traditional Media Networks
Traditional media networks refer to the type of content
networks where only specific nodes are designated to create
and post content while other nodes only have the choice of
whether to subscribe. This type of network typically has a
high average content quality since the ones that can post
are selected. It also results in a higher coverage ratio per
content, which is defined by the number of nodes influenced
divided by the total number of nodes. Content creators in
these networks generally have the primary purpose of getting

Fig. 3. A traditional media network with two posting nodes. Black dots are
nodes and grey lines are single directional links

Fig. 4. A typical social media network. Black dots are nodes, grey lines are
single directional links and black lines are bidirectional links

more impressions from users, and users are typically looking
for content of good quality. However, due to limited content
and active nodes, these networks are expected to have a low
link density, see Fig.3. These networks will be created by
applications that add specific tags to certain users, whose
content will then be shown on subscribers’ timelines. These
applications can be group newspapers, traditional cable TVs,
and other content-oriented networks.
B. Social Media Networks
Social media networks refers to those where all nodes
have the same rights to post and follow. In these networks,
content creators are just users. With everyone getting the
same right to post, users typically carry a mixed purpose of
influencing and socializing. Most of the successful social and
content networks for the last decade fall into this category,
including Twitter, Instagram, and Tiktok. Though it does not
carry a high average content coverage or a high average
content quality as traditional media networks do, much more
nodes are activated to create, which therefore results in a
more prosperous ecosystem. As indicated in Fig.4, these are
expected to have a much higher link density with both single
directional and bidirectional links. Applications can help users
create different forms of content and then deliver a different
experience for consuming content according to specific needs.

Fig. 5. A typical communication network. Black dots are nodes and black
lines are bidirectional links

VI. M ODULARITY
The RSS3 Standard and RSS3 hosting will be sufficient for
building basic applications, as discussed above. However, as an
open ecosystem, RSS3 is designed to have different modules
for extensibility. Just like developing an app based on RSS3,
developers can create different modules for the system without
any permission. To power applications for different usages, we
hereby propose some possible middleware that can be built
upon RSS3, which will then unlock tremendous possibilities.
A. Paid Unlock

C. Communication Networks
Communication networks refer to those where nodes are
free to connect with one another for the main purpose of
socializing. Only bidirectional links exist in these types of
networks and content are mainly created for a small group
of, if not just one, people. WhatsApp, WeChat, and Facebook
Messenger are examples in this category. By utilizing the links
among RSS3 files, applications can easily build communication networks together with other open-source and peer-to-peer
protocols like WebRTC. Fig.5 shows what a communication
network will look like.

A paid unlock module can be added to the content distribution system of RSS3, which leads to a set of different
monetization possibilities for content creators. We expect the
paid unlock module to be built based on cryptographic encryptions with decentralized hosting. Paid unlock can be used
on a per-content basis, where users pay to the creator directly
for a decryption key, or it can be used with a subscription
model, where users pay for the keys to unlock a series of
special content within a specific period. Applications can also
leverage links and NFT-related asset attributes among RSS3
files for a better paid-subscription relationship.

B. Global Indexing
Within the RSS3 system itself, naturally, there is no easy
way to get a global index of all the posted items. Preferably,
a decentralized global indexing service will be introduced in
the future. This way, applications will be able to deliver the
“Explore” feature for users to better discover new content and
users to follow. Furthermore, this will also enable applications
to filter from a global dataset. These filters can be tags, media
types, creator types, or a mix of different attributes. With
the filters, marketplace applications such as eBay and Zillow,
forum applications such as Reddit and Quora, and content
applications such as Pinterest and Dribbble can emerge.
C. Content Labeling
In order for the system to achieve a higher content distribution efficiency, a transparent way for nodes to label content can
be very helpful. Together with global indexing, we can expect
an improved searching and ranking experience for end-users.
We expect content labeling to be conducted by decentralized
RSS3 nodes as well, where nodes can choose if they want
to devote possibly extra computing resources for the task.
Accordingly, applications utilizing the labels put by the nodes
should pay for the service. A standard for labeling content
might be necessary for a relatively universal adoption to be
achieved.
D. Interest Graph
Interest graphs for end-users are also important for a better
user experience. Unlike in centralized services, where user
activities are all tracked and analyzed in a centralized server,
an interest graph for the RSS3 ecosystem should be an offlineonly module with a possibly unified standard. The interest
graph should only be updated by open-source applications
with the result of a private key encrypted string. Users can
therefore take their interest to any application for different
user experiences. Additionally, applications should give users
full control over whether they want a recommendation boosted
experience and allow them to opt-out anytime.
VII. T HREAT M ODEL
A. Data Tampering
There are two possible tampering points for our nodes: IPFS
storage system and pointers table.
For IPFS storage system with sufficient replicas, it is
essentially impossible to delete some files completely. As long
as the pointers tables are correctly maintained, the user data
will not be tampered with.
Since in our system the public key functions as user’s
address and each RSS3 file (with four basic parts except the
ownership attribute) are attached with the signature, nodes can
easily verify whether the data and the poster is spoofed and
decide whether or not to agree with the pointers update.
If some node misbehaves, only its local storage will be
modified. The trustful nodes connected to it will reject the
updates so that the global distributed pointers table will not
be spoiled. In such a way, nodes can trust the content they

receive without trusting the peers they receive it from. Since
end-users can easily start a node by themselves, they have no
incentive to query from another suspicious node. Moreover, in
the future we can have punishment mechanisms.
B. DDoS
Traditional DDoS attacks target one or a few centralized
servers hosting a web service. In the RSS3 system, content
is distributed on a large scale and there will be many nodes
hosting the same piece of content, and as a result, flooding all
of them is more difficult.
To mitigate the local attacks on a dedicated node for some
specific piece of content, each node can drop any incoming
connection freely or set bandwidth limiting rules.
C. Censorship
There are two forms of censorship that might exist on the
RSS3 network: user-targeted censorship and content-targeted
censorship.
It is impossible to block a certain user unless every single
node agrees on the blockade. As long as there are nodes
indexing the CID of the user’s RSS3 file, that user cannot
be blocked.
Content censorship might be possible on a per platform or
application basis. However, as long as third-party applications
coordinate an effort to make copies of such content on IPFS
or elsewhere, the original post will not be lost.
As for comments on specific posts, it is not possible for
posters to censor comments of their posts in the RSS3 system.
We propose a system where comments are recorded in the
commenter’s RSS3 files in a manner such that only the
commenters can update their own content.
Additionally, individual RSS3 files cannot be blocked arbitrarily. As more nodes join the RSS3 network and as the
network becomes more connected and scaleable, it is expected
that it’ll become increasingly hard to block single RSS3 file
as no one has the power to completely block such a file.
Censorship can still happen on a centralized “proxy gateway”
level, but if starting a node is both easy and inexpensive, endusers would have no incentive to query from such gateways.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
A protocol for building “can’t do evil” content and social
network is introduced. We start by proposing a newly designed
standard derived from the original RSS standard. With the
introduction of cryptography-based authentication and links
among files, the whole system achieves decentralized data
ownership and can support various types of networks. Unlike
the original RSS ecosystem where different RSS files are
generally stored on sub-datacenters, a peer-to-peer hosting
service for RSS3 will be built so that the possibility of forming
any data superpower will be extremely low. The flexibility and
adaptability of RSS3 make it possible to power various types
of content and social networks, existing or yet to be created.
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